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Abstract
Verification of the serviceability limit state of vibrations due to traffic live
loads can be neglected in conventional types of concrete road bridges but
becomes critical in the design of slender structures like Under-Deck Cable-
Stayed bridges. The novelty of the work presented in this article is that
an innovative vehicle-bridge interaction model is employed, in which realis-
tic wheel dimensions of heavy trucks, road roughness profiles and the cross
slope of the road are considered in nonlinear dynamic analyses of detailed
three-dimensional finite element models. An extensive parametric study is
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conducted to explore the influence of the bridge parameters such as the lon-
gitudinal and transverse cable arrangement and the support conditions, in
addition to the load modelling, road quality, the wheel size, the transverse
road slope and the vehicle position and speed on the response of under-deck
cable-stayed bridges. It has been observed that the vibrations perceived by
pedestrians can be effectively reduced by concentrating the cable-system be-
low the deck at the bridge centreline. The Fourier amplitude spectrum of the
acceleration at critical positions along the deck proved that the response of
Under-Deck Cable-Stayed bridges is not dominated only by contributions at
the fundamental mode and, consequently, the conventional deflection-based
methods are not valid to assess the users comfort. Instead, Vehicle-Bridge
Interaction analyses are recommended for detailed design, considering the
wheel dimensions if the pavement quality is bad and/or if the wheel radius
is large. Finally, we verify through multiple approaches that the comfort of
pedestrian users is more critical than that of vehicle users. However, the
comfort of vehicle users is shown to be significantly affected when the road
quality is poor.
Keywords:
vehicle-bridge interaction model; Under-deck cable-stayed bridges; moving
vehicles; comfort; road roughness; disk model; vibration; serviceability; road
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1. Introduction1
Verification of the Serviceability Limit State (SLS) of vibrations due to2
traffic live loads has historically been ignored in the design of conventional3
road bridges with reinforced and prestressed concrete decks. While this de-4
sign approach is generally justified for traditional bridges, this does not imply5
that the approach can simply be translated to other less-conventional and6
slender concrete bridges, such as Under-Deck Cable-Stayed Bridges (UD-7
CSBs) [1]. UD-CSBs have been shown to be very efficient when used for8
medium spans under persistent [2, 3, 4, 5] and accidental situations such9
as sudden breakage of cables [6] or earthquake actions [7]. The very high10
efficiency of the cable stay system (with the stay cables working in tension11
and the struts and the deck working in compression) allows for more slen-12
der designs (depth-span ratio of 1/80 for medium spans of around 80 m)13
in comparison with conventional schemes. Internationally renowned struc-14
2
tural engineers like Leonhardt, Schlaich, Virlogeux, Cremer and Manterola15
have designed remarkable bridges with this typology. Previous research on16
these bridges has also been recognised through the 2009 FIB diploma for17
research [8], which further demonstrates that there is active interest in these18
bridge types within the structural engineering community. Due to the large19
slenderness of the deck, these bridges are subjected to significant traffic-20
induced vibrations that cannot be neglected in the design. In fact, the depth21
of the deck is limited by the SLS of vibrations due to traffic load.22
In order to develop design criteria for the SLS of vibrations due to traffic23
live load, all of the components of the problem must be considered: the vibra-24
tion source (movable vehicle or load), the vibration path (the structure), and25
the receiver (pedestrians or vehicle users). In short and medium span road26
bridges the most important source of vibration is the road traffic. In most27
cases pedestrians are the first users to feel discomfort. People inside vehicles28
are more tolerant to vibrations and are also partially isolated from these as29
a result of vibration mitigation measures incorporated into the vehicle [9].30
Pedestrians are typically considered as the receiver of the vibration in codes,31
standards and research works, with the vehicle users’ comfort being ignored32
as pedestrian comfort is usually only considered in footbridges. There are33
road bridges, mainly highway bridges, where the only users that should be34
considered for persistent situations are those inside the vehicles. The vibra-35
tion felt by drivers and passengers is mainly transmitted through the floor36
of the cab as well as the seats and the highest ride vibrations occur in the37
vertical and fore-and-aft directions [10]. The maximum human sensitivity to38
vertical acceleration falls in the frequency range from 4 Hz to 12.5 Hz [11],39
higher than the first UD-CSBs and vehicle frequencies.40
In practice, two types of analysis procedure are typically adopted in or-41
der to verify the SLS of vibrations due to traffic live load [1]: deflection-42
and acceleration-based methods. In the deflection-based methods the accel-43
erations of the bridge under the frequent traffic live load are intended to be44
indirectly controlled by limiting the deflection due to a static load. Several45
codes and guidelines [12] indicate that under the live load the bridge de-46
flection must be smaller than a limit of around L/1000 (with L being the47
main span of the bridge) that has been prescribed on the basis of previous48
experience. This deflection limit dates back to the early 1930’s and it is49
not sufficiently well justified for use in modern bridge design [13]. Another50
deflection-based method employed in codes [14] is a pseudo-static approach51
based on Smith’s studies [9] in which the maximum vertical acceleration in52
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the bridge is assumed to be directly proportional to the dynamic deflection53
at mid-span, by assuming that the response is governed by a single mode of54
vibration. Deflection-based methods are the traditional and most common55
approaches used by practicing engineers but their shortcomings are widely56
recognized and come from the assumption that the structure is dominated57
by the fundamental vibration mode. As will be confirmed in this paper, this58
is not appropriate for UD-CSBs.59
The acceleration-based strategy is more rational since the recorded accel-60
eration is directly compared to a selected comfort criterion that takes into61
account the human perception of the vibration, which is particularly sensitive62
to vertical accelerations [15]. Several direct and indirect factors influence a63
pedestrian’s perception of vibration when crossing a bridge: the position of64
the human body (walking, standing or seated), exposure time, expectations65
regarding the likely vibration of the bridge based upon its visual appear-66
ance [16], height above ground, sound generated, user’s health [17] etc. Many67
studies have already established admissible vibration limits to meet different68
degrees of pedestrian comfort. This issue continues to receive attention from69
the academic community. A thorough state-of-the-art review for pedestrians70
was presented by [18].71
The two main pedestrian comfort criteria used for bridge design (both for72
footbridges and road bridges with footpaths) are Irwin [17] and the British73
Standard [19]. Irwin [17] collected data about human response to vibration74
with respect to frequency and suggested maximum allowable limits for root-75
mean-square (r.m.s.) accelerations for bridges in the vertical direction. His76
work identified a frequency range of between 1 and 2 Hz, close to the typical77
natural frequency of UD-CSBs [4, 7]. Irwin’s recommendation distinguishes78
everyday use from storm conditions for which the admissible accelerations are79
multiplied by the factor of 6. On the other hand, the British Standard BS80
5400: Part 2 [19] was the first design code to deal with vibration serviceability81
in footbridges and limits the peak vertical acceleration (rather than r.m.s.)82
to alim = 0.5
√
f (where f is the fundamental frequency of the structure in83
Hz, and alim is in units of m/s
2). The main contributions in relation to the84
comfort of vehicle users have been provided by Griffin [20].85
In relation to the description of the vibration source, which is essential in86
the acceleration-based approach, two main methods are employed to describe87
the traffic loading. The simplest solution is to ignore the dynamic character-88
istics of the vehicle (mass, damping and stiffness) and to define time-varying89
point loads applied to the deck nodes along the path that will be followed by90
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the vehicle. In this case, triangular functions are employed to describe the91
load amplitude applied at each node against time, see Figure 1(a). However,92
this Point Load (PL) model is not able to capture the Vehicle-Bridge Inter-93
action (VBI) and the influence of the pavement conditions, which have an94
important impact upon the overall system dynamics [21, 22] and particularly95
influences the vibrations perceived by users. Moreover, if the bridge does not96
have footpaths the Point Load model ignores the vibration sensed by the97
only users of the structure, i.e. people within the vehicles. Current research98
on VBI typically employs a Multi-Degree-Of-Freedom (MDOF) model of the99
vehicle to describe the flexibility and damping of the tyre and suspension100
systems, allowing for the yaw, roll and pitching motions of the truck body to101
be captured. The H20-44 truck model defined by the American Association102
of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) specifications [12]103
is appropriate for the SLS of vibrations since it may combine both heavy104
vehicle weight (18.6 t) and high velocities (up to 120 km/h). This model105
has been employed by several authors [21, 23] and has 7 degrees of freedom106
which are described graphically in Figure 1(b). An important advantage of107
the vehicle model interacting with the bridge (VBI) is the ability to represent108
the pavement roughness. According to [21, 22], among many other authors,109
the road surface roughness may be defined by means of an ergodic zero-110
mean stationary Gaussian random profile of imposed displacements (r(x) in111
Figure 1(b)) at the nodes of the vehicle in contact with the bridge.112
In the present article the dynamic response of UD-CSBs is studied, fo-113
cusing on the comfort of pedestrians walking along the sidewalks but also114
considering the vibrations perceived by people inside the vehicle. The pa-115
per starts by presenting the canonical UD-CSBs studied, the vehicle model116
and the contributions of the governing vibration modes. The results of an117
extensive number of nonlinear dynamic analyses are discussed next, clearly118
distinguishing the features related to the vehicle action (e.g. the wheel ra-119
dius) from the influence of the structural configuration. The comparison120
between the results obtained with current simplified design approaches com-121
pletes this work. These models are used to identify the most suitable bridge122
configurations to enhance the bridge behaviour under live load. In addition,123
a set of design criteria is ultimately proposed.124
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Figure 1: Vehicle model in dynamic analysis; (a) H20-44 truck equivalent wheel loads
(Q) and time-dependent amplitude in the Point Load (PL) model; (b) MDOF model of
the H20-44 truck in the model with Vehicle-Bridge Interaction (VBI), the 7 DOF are the
vertical displacement of body, front and rear axle (zc, zf , zr), the pitch displacement of
the body (θc), the roll displacement of the body (φc) and the front and rear axle rolling
(φf , φr). r¯(x) is the roughness profile filtered according to the disk model defined in
section 4.1. zu is the vertical displacement of the driver cabin. Units in metres.
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2. Definition of the studied bridges and vehicle125
This paper is focused on medium span (80 m) under-deck cable-stayed126
bridges with in-situ prestressed concrete decks. A set of bridges designed by127
Ruiz-Teran and Aparicio [4] will be used for this study. Figure 2(a) presents128
the elevation of the studied bridges with two or multiple (15) diverting struts.129
Figure 2(b) presents the two considered transverse cable arrangements, de-130
signed with a concentrated or expanded layout. These configurations are131
selected so as to cover the current trends in design.132
Two struts: Multiple (15) struts:
X
Z
(a)
Concentrated struts: Expanded struts:
(free rotation
about Y axis)
(free rotation
about Y axis)
(b)
Figure 2: UD-CSBs configuration: (a) elevation with two or multiple (15) diverting struts;
(b) cross section with concentrated or expanded struts, including the Load Case in which
the vehicle has the maximum eccentricity in the bridge with two road lanes. Units in
metres, except the steel struts (diameter φ and thickness #) that are in millimetres.
The deck has been designed to support two road lanes (3.5 m wide each).133
Two heavy vehicles of 400 kN crossing the bridge at 60 km/h described as134
point loads and using the British Standard criteria [19] were employed in the135
design of the bridges [4].136
The maximum vehicle eccentricity in this original design case is limited137
to e = 2.475 m as shown in Figure 2(b). In this work the lane distribution138
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is modified from the original design in order to accommodate vehicles with139
larger eccentricities that directly effect the flanges. Figure 3(a) presents the140
new configuration with three road lanes and narrower sidewalks. Three load141
cases have been studied: (i) Load Case I with a centered passing vehicle142
(e = 0 m); (ii) Load Case II with an eccentric vehicle in the three-lane143
configuration (e = 3.57 m); and (iii) Load Case III with an eccentric vehicle144
in the two-lane configuration (e = 2.475 m), shown in Figure 2(b).145
0.6
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e = 3.57
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0.8 3.25 1.40
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25
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LEB support:
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C
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S1
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(b)
Figure 3: (a) cross-section of the bridge at the abutment and Load Cases (LC) considered
in the 3-lane road distribution, including the Laminated Elastomeric Bearings (LEBs); (b)
plan view and elevation of the bridge with the POT support configuration, besides labels
at key deck positions employed to refer the ongoing results. Units of the deck in metres
and units of the LEB in millimetres.
Two different types of supports have been considered: 500×600×70 mm146
Laminated Elastomeric Bearings (LEBs) and POT bearings. Figure 3(a) il-147
lustrates the location of LEBs at the abutment. Each LEB has been modeled148
by means of linear springs representing the vertical and horizontal stiffness,149
obtained through the expressions provided in [24]. On the other hand, the150
POT bearings are infinitely stiff in the vertical direction and completely re-151
strain, or release, horizontal movements according to the ‘classical’ layout for152
simply supported bridges [25] depicted in Figure 3(b). In this figure several153
key points along the deck are highlighted and labeled to facilitate the dis-154
cussion of the results in the following sections. Position A1 is located on the155
sidewalk close to the eccentric vehicle (sidewalk 1 in Figure 3) over the sup-156
port at the abutment where the vehicle enters onto the bridge (the ‘left’ end157
of the bridge as shown in Figure 3(b)); S1 is on sidewalk 1 at the strut-deck158
connection; C1 and C are located at mid-span, respectively on sidewalk 1 and159
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the centreline (no eccentricity). Table 1 summarizes the proposed structures160
resulting from the combination of the aforementioned design choices, and the161
keywords employed hereafter.162
Table 1: Summary of UD-CSB configurations.
Keyword No. struts Transverse arrangement Bearings
BI-CONC-LEB 2 Concentrated LEB
BI-CONC-POT 2 Concentrated POT
BI-EXP-LEB 2 Expanded LEB
MULT-EXP-LEB 15 Expanded LEB
Rigorous finite element models have been developed to describe the dy-163
namic behaviour of the proposed light-weight UD-CSBs, in which the proper164
mass distribution is a key factor. Shell elements with proper offsets of the165
element plane to avoid the mass superposition at the intersections of the166
webs and the slabs [26] have been adopted in the deck. The mesh density167
(approximately 1 m long elements) is defined in order to represent the local168
flange modes of the deck with sufficient accuracy. The total number of nodes169
in the bridge with two concentrated struts (BI-CONC-LEB) is 3387.170
External platforms (30 m long beyond the bridge length) are connected171
to the upper slab at both abutments in order to stabilize the response of172
the vehicle before it enters onto the deck and after it leaves the bridge.173
The platforms are connected to the ground by vertical springs that simulate174
the pavement and soil flexibility. The joint connecting the platform with175
the upper slab of the deck allows for relative movements in all directions,176
representing a real bridge joint.177
Standard elastic material properties have been taken from relevant Eu-178
rocodes. This study is focused on the Serviceability Limit State (SLS) of179
vibration and as a result, possible concrete damage or any other potential180
source of degradation of the materials does not need to be considered. The181
concrete always work in compression during the dynamic analysis due to the182
initial stress introduced by the active reinforcement. The elastic modulus of183
the concrete in the deck is 35 GPa. The steel representing passive reinforce-184
ment and diverting struts is B-500 SD and S355 respectively with an elastic185
modulus of 210 GPa. The steel in the active tendons inside the deck and the186
cable-system below the deck has an elastic modulus of 190 GPa.187
The internal and external tendon prestress, in addition to the self-weight188
of the structure and the vehicle, are applied in the first step of the analysis189
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and the initial deformed configuration is statically obtained, prior to the en-190
trance of the moving vehicle. In the second step of the analysis the dynamic191
response of the bridge and the vehicle is obtained. The loads that are trans-192
mitted by the tyres of the moving truck to the bridge surface are functions of193
the bridge deflection and the dynamic response of the vehicle. The vehicle-194
bridge interaction is defined by means of a node-to-surface contact resulting195
in a coupled system of equations with feedback between the vehicle and the196
bridge that requires the use of an iterative procedure. The HHT implicit in-197
tegration algorithm [26] is adopted in this stage with a constant time step of198
0.001 s. This time step is small enough to accurately capture high-frequency199
vibrations (above the limit of 45 Hz suggested by [21]) and to allow for the200
precise definition of the roughness profile. The dissipation mechanisms of the201
structure are represented in the dynamic analyses using Rayleigh damping,202
while additional energy is dissipated through the rigorous definition of the203
damping system associated with the vehicle. Following an initial sensitivity204
study, the influence of the structural damping was observed to be negligible205
(provided that reasonable values are considered). The same distribution of206
damping is considered in all cases, which is obtained by imposing a damping207
ratio of 2 % in both the fundamental mode (0.75 Hz, see Table 2) and that208
corresponding to the maximum frequency of interest: 45 Hz. This damping209
ratio of 2 % have been measured in the Glacis and Takehana bridges [27, 28]210
which are UD-CSBs.211
The MDOF model of the H20-44 truck illustrated in Figure 1(b) is em-212
ployed in this study to define the vehicle action, exploiting the capabilities213
of the Abaqus finite element software [26] for multibody dynamics. Table 3214
presents the frequencies and modal damping associated with the first vibra-215
tion modes of the vehicle. A detailed definition of the mechanical properties216
of the 7 DOF vehicle model was reported elsewhere [21]. The Vehicle-Bridge217
Interaction (VBI) scheme, which introduces two innovative features (disk218
model and cross slope, both to be defined later), is discussed in the following219
sections. In addition, in the last section of this paper a simplified dynamic220
analysis with moving loads representing the vehicle action is included for221
comparative purposes.222
3. Modal study223
A valuable understanding of the dynamic response of these structures224
under heavy vehicles can be anticipated by the simple inspection of the vi-225
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Table 2: First vertical and torsional vibration modes in the proposed structures. f is the
frequency in Hz. The mode shape is included in Figure 4. ‘S’ and ‘A’ denote that the
mode is Symmetric or Antisymmetric with respect to the mid-span section respectively.
Structure Mode No. f [Hz] Description
BI-CONC-LEB 3 0.78 1st vertical flexure (S)
4 1.00 2nd vertical flexure (A)
6 1.73 1st torsion
BI-CONC-POT 1 0.78 1st vertical flexure (S)
2 1.00 2nd vertical flexure (A)
3 1.73 1st torsion
BI-EXP-LEB 3 0.78 1st vertical flexure (S)
4 0.99 2nd vertical flexure (A)
6 1.70 1st torsion
MULT-EXP-LEB 3 0.75 1st vertical flexure (S)
4 1.01 2nd vertical flexure (A)
6 1.65 1st torsion
bration modes. Table 2 describes the first vibration modes for the considered226
bridges and will help to explain the results presented in the following sections.227
In bridges with LEB supports, the horizontal rigid modes involving exclu-228
sively the deformation of these devices have associated frequencies of 0.70229
and 0.73 Hz in transverse and longitudinal directions respectively. However,230
horizontal modes are not included in Table 2 because they hardly affect the231
vertical response of the bridge under passing vehicles. The small influence of232
the longitudinal and transverse cable-system arrangement in the first vertical233
flexural and torsional modes of the deck is observed in Table 2. These modes234
are also not appreciably influenced by the support typology due to the large235
stiffness of both LEB and POT devices in the vertical direction.236
The study of the participation of vibration modes traditionally ignores the237
dynamic excitation and is focused on parameters obtained exclusively from238
the structure, like the participation factors or the modal mass. Nonetheless,239
the excitation cannot be ignored since depending on the vehicle eccentricity or240
velocity (among others) the contribution of different modes can be amplified241
or cancelled. Since the direct dynamic analysis employed is not based on242
modal decomposition, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the time-243
histories of acceleration is used here in order to distinguish the participation244
of different vibration modes (Figure 4). The pavement is assumed to be245
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perfectly flat without irregularities (i.e. the road roughness is neglected) in246
this section to avoid effects that could mask the contribution of the bridge247
modes. From Figure 4 the following important remarks are extracted:248
(i) if the passing vehicle is eccentric with respect to the bridge axis (Load249
Case II and III in Figures 3(a) and 2(b)) the global torsional modes,250
with movement of the deck and the cable-system, are excited (e.g. the251
6th mode, f = 1.73 Hz, as shown in Figure 4(a)). However, vertical252
bending modes are excited in an identical manner regardless of the253
vehicle eccentricity (e.g. 3rd, 7th and 12th modes);254
(ii) an important group of vibration modes with frequencies ranging from255
20 to 40 Hz and involving local vertical flexure of the flanges is activated256
when the vehicle wheels are located over the flange of the deck (Load257
Case II) as shown in Figure 4(a), these local flange modes contribute258
to the vertical acceleration along the sidewalk and consequently affect259
the comfort of pedestrians;260
(iii) the closer the position to the abutment (point A1 in Figure 3(b)),261
the larger the contribution of high-order modes to the vertical response262
(Figure 4(b)). From these results it is clear that the fundamental mode263
(first order vertical flexure of the deck) alone cannot describe the rich264
frequency content of the acceleration response of UD-CSBs under mov-265
ing vehicles (this is especially true for the sidewalks). At the connec-266
tion with the struts (point S1) the first antisymmetric mode (4th mode,267
f = 1.00 Hz) becomes important (comparable to the contribution of268
the fundamental symmetric mode); and,269
(iv) in agreement with the study of Yang and Lin [29] in conventional270
simply-supported bridges, the first bridge frequencies are much more271
important than the driving frequency (fv = v/2L = 0.2 Hz if v = 120272
km/h) for the acceleration recorded at the deck in different positions.273
Analogous results have been obtained for different vehicle velocities and274
structural configurations.275
The first three vehicle vibration modes are included in Table 3 and are in276
agreement with those reported by Marchesiello et al. [21]. From the response277
of the vehicle in the time-domain it has been verified that resonant effects are278
not relevant. This is explained by the relatively short length of the bridge279
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Table 3: Vehicle modal parameters in the first three vibration modes. f is the frequency
and ξv is the modal damping ratio.
Mode No. Description f [Hz] ξv [%]
1 Body roll 0.92 34
2 Body pitch 0.93 52
3 Body pitch & heave 1.14 29
(vertical motion)
(80 m), which is not enough to allow more than 2 to 4 complete cycles of the280
first vehicle modes while it is crossing the bridge with the range of velocities281
considered (60 - 120 km/h), and the lack of repetitive loading (such as those282
acting in railway bridges).283
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Figure 4: Frequency content of deck vertical acceleration when the H20-44 truck (VBI
model) crosses the deck with v = 120 km/h and no irregularity (perfect road); (a) effect of
the vehicle eccentricity (e) at point C1 (included in Figure 3(b)); (b) effect of the position
along sidewalk 1 where the response is measured (Load Case II). The shape of important
vibration modes of the structure is included. BI-CONC-LEB bridge.
4. Effect of vehicle-related aspects on the dynamic response of284
under-deck cable-stayed bridges285
An extensive number of analyses with different parameters related to286
the vehicle action is discussed in this section. Two innovative features are287
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introduced in the VBI model that were routinely ignored in previous works:288
the finite dimensions of the vehicle wheels and the transverse slope of the289
pavement.290
4.1. Disk model for roughness definition291
The roughness profile, r(x), is an imposed displacement that is generated292
using the following spectral-density based function [22]:293
r(x) =
N∑
k=1
√
2ϕ(nk)∆n cos (2pinkx+ θk) (1)
in which x is the position of the point where the profile is defined with294
respect to the left end of the external platform (Figure 1(b)); nk is the295
spatial frequency [cycle/m], n1 and nN are respectively the lower and upper296
cut-off frequencies; ∆n is the increment between successive frequencies; θk297
is a random phase angle uniformly distributed from 0 to 2pi; and ϕ(nk) is298
the Power Spectral Density (PSD) function [m3/cycle] for the road surface299
elevation. In the present study, the following PSD function defined by ISO300
8608:1995 [30] is employed:301
ϕ(nk) = a
( nk
0.1
)−2
(2)
where a is the spectral roughness coefficient [m3/cycle] whose value is chosen302
depending on the road condition. According to ISO 8608:1995 the following303
road qualities and keywords to refer the results are considered in this work:304
very good (road A) a = 16 × 10−6; good (road B) a = 64 × 10−6, regular305
(road C) a = 256× 10−6, bad (road D) a = 1024× 10−6.306
Although the MDOF vehicle model defines the wheels as dimensionless307
points where the road profile is imposed (see Figure 1(b)), it is clear that the308
finite wheel dimensions prevent the tyre-pavement contact from following the309
entire profile. Depending on the wheel radius and the road roughness there310
may be ‘deep valleys’ in which the lower part of the wheel does not contact311
the profile generated by expression (1), as shown in Figure 5. To complete312
the picture, the contact occurs through a finite footprint area rather than313
at a single point. These complex effects are traditionally summarized by314
limiting the upper cut-off frequency to nN = 10 cycle/m when generating the315
roughness profile [21, 31, 32], as an approximate way to take into account that316
high frequencies in the roughness profile are filtered by the aforementioned317
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effects. More rigorously, Captain [33] proposed a disk model with a rigid318
tread band that yields results similar to models with finite footprints, and319
is also generally conservative. In this approach the filtered profile (r¯(x)) is320
obtained from the original one (r(x)) as the locus of the wheel centre in321
Figure 5, and is directly imposed to the vehicle model. The position of the322
contact point between the original profile and the wheel (point P) is obtained323
following the procedure suggested by Chang et al. [34] and illustrated in324
Figure 5. Once the contact point is located, the filtered profile is defined as325
follows:326
r¯(x) = r(xP ) +
√
R2 − d2 + r0 (3)
where r(xP ) is the distance between the reference surface and the original327
road irregularity at the contact point (P) obtained with equation (1); d =328
xP − xo and R is the wheel radius. Figure 5 describes these variables. The329
parameter r0 is introduced in this work to consider a 2 % cross slope of the330
road, it is a constant shift added only to the wheels which are closer to the331
bridge centreline (r¯2r,f in Figure 1(b)): r0 = 0 in Load Case I and r0 = 4.1332
cm in Load Case II and III. The procedure is repeated at each point of the333
original profile to obtain the filtered roughness in the complete road length334
(including the bridge deck and the external platforms).335
Although the disk model realistically filters out the high profile frequen-336
cies, the ‘traditional’ cut-off frequencies n1 = 0.01 and nN = 10 cycle/m are337
maintained because the measured data of real road irregularities reported338
by [30] are below 10 cycle/m. The disk model is implemented for each of339
the four wheels of the H20-44 MDOF truck. The spatial correlation between340
the roughness in transverse direction is assumed negligible and, consequently,341
independent profiles are generated for the wheels on the vehicle sides 1 and342
2; this is respectively represented by the imposed displacements r¯1r,f and r¯
2
r,f343
at the wheels in Figure 1(b). In agreement with [35], a set of ten profiles is344
generated by modifying the random phase angle θk in equation (1), one per345
each side of the car, in order to obtain meaningful results from a statistical346
point of view. The average (represented by the symbol µ) of the results ob-347
tained by applying each roughness profile is reported hereafter, in addition348
to the standard deviation (σ) to provide information on the dispersion ob-349
tained with respect to the average. To further improve the understanding350
of the precision of the response estimates presented in this work, the 95%351
confidence interval in the estimate of the mean response can be obtained by352
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Figure 5: Disk model and subdivision of the wheel to obtain the contact point in each
point of the road profile. zr and zf are the vertical DOFs of the wheel axles defined in
the MDOF vehicle model in Figure 1(b). The roughness is intentionally exaggerated in
vertical direction to improve the visibility of the model.
compressing these standard deviation ranges to be 71.5% of what is shown in353
the figures hereafter (this value reflects the Student t statistic corresponding354
to the 95% confidence interval as well as the standard error for our particular355
sample size).356
In order to illustrate the influence of the road irregularity filtered by dif-357
ferent tyre models on the vertical response of the bridge, Figure 6(a) presents358
the average (µ) peak vertical acceleration along the deck centreline when the359
vehicle crosses the bridge with a velocity of 60 km/h and is completely cen-360
tered (Load Case I), considering different wheel radii and a road pavement361
with regular quality (road C) as well as a ‘perfect’ road without irregularities.362
The dispersion of the results within the set of ten profiles is represented as363
a coloured band centered on the average value, the band width corresponds364
to the mean plus and minus one standard deviation at each point (±σ). In365
order to not excessively clutter the figure, this band is included only for one366
case, but similar deviations have been obtained in other cases. As expected,367
the disk model yields lower accelerations in comparison with the conven-368
tional point model (where r(x) is directly applied to the wheels) since the369
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high-frequency content of the imposed roughness is unrealistically high in370
the latter case, even considering the traditional upper cut-off frequency of371
nN = 10 cycles/m in the profile generation. The difference between tyre372
models is higher as the road quality worsens and the wheel radius increases.373
If the road is a typical well-maintained highway (road A) and the wheel ra-374
dius of the truck is standard (i.e. R = 0.3 m) the point load and the disk375
models give similar results because the wheel dimension is much larger than376
the roughness (R  r(x)) and the contact point is nearly aligned with the377
vertical line crossing the wheel center (r(x) ≈ r¯(x) in expression (3)). In378
these cases the conventional model and the disk model lead to results that379
are not statistically different, taking into account their dispersion. However,380
in regular-quality roads (type C) the peak acceleration considering the 30381
cm radius wheels (conventional in 18 t trucks) is reduced by more than 40382
% in comparison with the point contact (Figure 6(a)). If the road quality is383
not very good and/or if the vehicle wheel has a radius above 30 cm, the disk384
model should be employed to obtain accurate results in the bridge and the385
vehicle responses, in agreement with Chang et al. [34]. The results presented386
hereafter adopt the disk model with a wheel radius of 30 cm.387
In agreement with [22], Figure 6(a) also highlights the importance of the388
road maintenance on the bridge response and, consequently, on the pedes-389
trian’s comfort. If the road quality is regular (road C), which can represent390
the status of ‘minor’ or ‘secondary’ roads, the maximum vertical acceleration391
recorded is up to 7 times higher than the situation with a perfect pavement392
(no irregularity), and the maximum acceleration allowed by BS 5400 [19] is393
clearly exceeded.394
4.2. Cross slope of the road395
Due to the cross slope of the road, the wheel closer to the central axis396
of the deck is higher than the outer wheel (if the vehicle is eccentric), as397
represented in Figure 1(b). In this study a shift equal to r0 = 4.1 cm in398
equation (3) is imposed to the filtered road profile at the wheels closer to399
the centreline (r¯2r,f in Figure 1(b)) if the vehicle is eccentric (Load Case400
II or III). The cross slope of the road has not been considered before in401
studies on road bridges subjected to moving vehicles. Figure 6(b) includes402
the peak vertical acceleration along sidewalk 1 when the cross slope of the403
road is included or ignored (road type C). The average peak acceleration404
obtained when considering the cross slope is typically above that resulting405
when it is ignored, in some parts of the bridge the difference is up to 20 %.406
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However, taking into account that the standard deviation is around 30 %407
in the same sections, the difference between the averaged responses in both408
cases is mainly explained by the variability of the results with independent409
road profiles. It could be concluded that the influence of the cross slope on410
bridge accelerations is weak. For completeness, the shift representing the411
cross slope is applied hereafter if the vehicle is eccentric.412
alim=0.44 m/s
Perfect road
2
(a)
2 % c
alim=0.44 m/s2
(b)
Figure 6: Influence of the specific features introduced in the VBI model on the peak
vertical acceleration; (a) effect of the wheel radius in disk model VS the conventional
point contact, results recorded along the deck centreline, v = 60 km/h, Load Case I; (b)
effect of the cross slope of the pavement in the response along sidewalk 1, v = 120 km/h,
Load Case II, regular pavement (road C). BI-CONC-LEB bridge. The maximum peak
acceleration allowed by BS 5400 (alim) is included as a reference.
4.3. Influence of vehicle eccentricity413
From the frequency domain analysis in Figure 4(a) an initial appreciation414
for the strong influence of the vehicle position across the deck width was415
obtained. Figure 7(a) presents the peak vertical acceleration obtained along416
the whole of sidewalk 1 when the vehicle velocity is v = 100 km/h and the417
pavement is very good (road A). This figure again illustrates the significant418
difference between accelerations that are induced between a vehicle travelling419
along the centre of the bridge, or with eccentricity. In this case, if the vehicle420
is eccentric (Load Case II or III) the admissible acceleration established by421
BS 5400 [19] is clearly exceeded along the whole sidewalk, even for high-422
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quality roads. However, when the same vehicle crosses the bridge down its423
centreline the criterion is satisfied (Load Case I).424
Two classes of vibration modes, activated if the vehicle action is eccentric,425
explain the increment of the vibration: (i) global torsional modes involving426
the rotation of the deck and the cable system along the longitudinal axis (X),427
e.g. the 6th mode in bridges with LEB supports (≈ 1.7 Hz); and (ii) local428
modes involving vertical deformation of the flange that are mainly excited if429
the vehicle is located over the lateral cantilevers, having frequencies in the430
range of 20 to 40 Hz. The frequencies and mode shapes associated with431
some of these modes are shown in Figure 4(a). The difference between both432
effects is clear in Figure 7(b), where the peak accelerations across the deck433
width are collated regardless of the longitudinal position in the deck where434
they are measured. The global torsion activated with the eccentric vehicle435
increases the vertical response of the bridge in both sidewalks, whilst local436
flange modes further increase the vertical acceleration in the sidewalk closest437
to the vehicle (sidewalk 1). Local flange modes are triggered mainly in Load438
Case II because the vehicle is located over the flange. However, the vibration439
resulting in this case is similar to that obtained when the eccentric vehicle440
does not affect the flange (Load Case III) and suggests that global torsion is441
more important than local flange flexure.442
The assessment of the SLS for vibrations in sidewalks is especially im-443
portant because pedestrians are very sensitive to vibrations. Considering444
BS 5400, the acceleration limit would be exceeded in both sidewalks if the445
vehicle is eccentric. This result has been observed for every road quality446
and vehicle velocity between 60 and 120 km/h. If the vehicle is completely447
centered (Load Case I), the distribution of peak vertical accelerations in the448
deck width is almost uniform because the response is governed by the vertical449
flexure modes.450
4.4. Influence of vehicle velocity451
A reasonable range of vehicle velocities ranging from 60 to 120 km/h, in452
increments of 10 km/h, has been considered. Below 60 km/h the dynamic453
effects associated with the truck are small. On the other hand, 18 t trucks454
are not expected to exceed velocities of 120 km/h. The peak vertical acceler-455
ation in the deck along sidewalk 1 for different vehicle velocities is presented456
in Figure 8. The driving frequency fv = v/2L ranges from 0.1 Hz to 0.2457
Hz in the interval of velocities studied, which are far away from any bridge458
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(a)
alim=0.44 m/s2
Load Case I:
Load Case II:
Sidewalk 2
Sidewalk 1
Load Case III:
(b)
Figure 7: Influence of vehicle eccentricity; (a) peak vertical acceleration along sidewalk
1 (the one close to the vehicle); (b) peak vertical acceleration in the whole bridge for
different positions across the deck width. BI-CONC-LEB bridge with very good pavement
(road A). Vehicle velocity: v = 100 km/h. The maximum acceleration allowed by BS 5400
(alim) is included as a reference.
vibration mode. This explains why, if the road is perfect, the peak accelera-459
tion of the deck always increases with the vehicle velocity. However, even if460
small pavement irregularities are introduced (road A) additional bridge and461
vehicle frequencies are excited and these act to exacerbate the responses for462
particular vehicle velocities, e.g. v = 80 km/h in Figure 8. No clear trend463
allows for the identification of these velocities since they depend on the road464
quality and vehicle eccentricity. In the majority of studied cases, v = 120465
km/h is the most unfavorable velocity (in the range of reasonable velocities466
for the heavy vehicle considered in this study).467
5. Effect of the structural configuration on the dynamic response468
The influence of the longitudinal and transverse layout of the cable-system469
is addressed in this section (see Figures 9(a) and 9(b)).470
Figure 9(a) presents the peak acceleration along the bridge centreline471
under the centered passing vehicle (Load Case I). This load case is selected472
to remove the contribution of torsional and local flange modes. It is observed473
that the vertical acceleration along the longitudinal axis of the deck is reduced474
in the model with 15 distributed diverting struts in comparison with the475
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Figure 8: Influence of vehicle velocity (v) on the peak vertical acceleration recorded in the
whole sidewalk 1. Centered vehicle (Load Case I). BI-CONC-LEB bridge.
models including only two struts at thirds of the total span, regardless of476
the transverse cable arrangement (concentrated or expanded). The largest477
reduction of the vertical vibration with the multiple-strut model (up to 25 %)478
is observed at quarters of the total span, where the configurations with two479
struts tend to concentrate the peak vertical acceleration due to the vibration480
of the side spans. This situation is avoided in the model with multiple (15)481
struts. The interaction between the cable-system and the deck seems more482
efficiently distributed in the model with multiple struts, and it results in483
reduced accelerations.484
If the passing vehicle is centered (Load Case I) the dynamic response485
of the bridge is not influenced by the transverse cable arrangement because486
torsion is not activated. Only the eccentric vehicle (Load Case II and III)487
is able to differentiate the response with different transverse cable layouts,488
and the best way to look at this effect is to present the peak accelerations489
recorded across the deck width in Figure 9(b). In this figure it is observed490
that the vertical acceleration in sidewalk 1, close to the vehicle action, is 40-45491
% lower in the model with struts concentrated in the mid-plane (BI-CONC-492
LEB) in contrast with solutions in which the struts are distributed across the493
deck width. Local flange modes are not exclusively responsible for this effect494
because the deck is the same in all the cases. Instead, it may be explained by495
high-order torsional modes of the deck coupled with the transverse movement496
of the struts. In the model with concentrated struts the triangular geometry497
constrains the transverse movement of the point where the struts are joined.498
The frequency of this vibration mode in the model with concentrated struts499
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(19.0 Hz) is higher than in the model with expanded struts (15.2 Hz), in500
which a stronger coupling with the vertical excitation of the flanges is also501
observed and contributes to the increment of acceleration in the sidewalks.502
(a)
Sidewalk 2
Sidewalk 1
alim=0.44 m/s2
(b)
Figure 9: Influence of longitudinal and transverse cable arrangement; (a) peak vertical
acceleration along the bridge centreline (Load Case I); (b) peak vertical acceleration in
the whole bridge for different positions across the deck width (Load Case II). Road with
very good pavement (road A) and maximum vehicle velocity: v = 120 km/h.
In this work, the response of the bridge under traffic loading with different503
support conditions is also explored. From the comparison of the peak vertical504
acceleration along the deck in the model with two concentrated struts and505
very good road quality (road A), it is observed that the influence of support506
conditions is only appreciable close to the abutments, provided that both507
LEB and POT are very stiff in the vertical direction. This result was to be508
expected from the weak influence of support conditions on the first vertical509
vibration modes (see Table 2). It is verified that the peak vertical acceleration510
of the cantilevers near the supports is only slightly higher (by up to 10511
%) when supports with a certain vertical flexibility (LEB) are replaced by512
infinitely stiff devices (POT).513
6. Accuracy of simplified methodologies for assessing the SLS of514
vibrations515
Finally, in this section, the SLS of vibrations is assessed by means of four516
different analysis methodologies with increasing accuracy and complexity:517
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(i) equivalent static analysis; (ii) pseudo-static approach; (iii) dynamic anal-518
ysis with Point Loads (PL); and (iv) dynamic analysis with Vehicle-Bridge519
Interaction (VBI) between a MDOF truck and the deck surface. The latter520
approach has been defined previously and the results obtained were discussed521
in previous sections. In the PL dynamic analysis the vehicle velocity is de-522
scribed by means of a set of nodal forces with a time-dependent amplitude523
defined in Figure 1(a). Taking advantage of the fact that the analysis is524
completely linear in the PL approach (no contacts are defined), the system525
of dynamics could be decoupled. For that reason, modal response history526
analysis is employed using frequencies up to 50 Hz.527
The static and pseudo-static methods are deflection-based procedures528
that limit the maximum displacements under static loading to indirectly529
control the vibration. In the purely static procedure the action considered is530
the frequent live load defined as 50 % of the characteristic value in Eurocode531
EN1991-2:2003 [36]: 4.32 kN/m2, load uniformly distributed over the whole532
carriageway (Load Case I), or half the carriageway (Load Case II) in Fig-533
ure 3(a); and two 600 kN point loads at mid-span with the eccentricity related534
to the studied Load Case (spaced 1.2 m apart). The maximum admissible535
deflection in the static approach is L/1000 = 8 cm [12]. In the pseudo-536
static approach suggested by Smith [9], the peak acceleration is estimated by537
multiplying a dynamic load factor by the maximum static deflection (δc,max)538
under the H20-44 truck action (Q loads in Figure 1(a)) located at mid-span,539
with the specific eccentricity. The maximum allowable acceleration in BS540
5400 [19] is considered to obtain the following displacement limit, δlim, (in541
m) in the pseudo-static approach:542
δmax ≤
(
2Lf − v
8pi2f 2v
)√
f = δlim (4)
where f is the first bridge frequency [Hz] and v is the vehicle velocity [m/s].543
In order to facilitate the comparison of results, a safety factor is defined544
as the ratio between the admissible and the peak deflection or acceleration545
recorded in the structure: FS = alim/amax. Table 4 collects the safety factor546
in deflection-based criteria, whereas Table 5 includes the minimum safety547
factor obtained employing acceleration-based dynamic procedures with dif-548
ferent load cases and road qualities (for v = 120 km/h). If FS > 1, the SLS549
of vibrations is satisfied.550
The shortcomings of the deflection-based approaches (both static and551
pseudo-static) are clearly observed by comparing Tables 4 and 5. Although552
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Table 4: Safety factor FS associated with the SLS of vibrations for the deflection-based
methodologies. If FS < 1 the SLS of vibrations is not satisfied.
Load Case
Method Velocity; v LC I LCII
Static 1.00 1.08
Smith 60 km/h 12.90 9.44
120 km/h 5.46 4.00
the increment of vibration with the vehicle velocity is captured in the pseudo-553
static (Smith’s) procedure, the vibration problems caused by the H20-44554
truck are significantly underpredicted in comparison with the dynamic meth-555
ods that employ the same vehicle loading and the same BS 5400 criterion.556
The deflection-based methods inherently assume that the first vertical vibra-557
tion mode governs the response. This assumption was proved to be erroneous558
earlier in this article. Furthermore the road quality and the vehicle users559
comfort are ignored in this type of analysis. In comparison with the most560
rigorous VBI dynamic approach, the deflection-based approaches presented561
in Table 4 could lead to a dramatic underestimation of the vibration per-562
ceived by pedestrians on the sidewalk if the road quality is not very good563
and/or the passing vehicles are eccentric. Both dynamic (acceleration-based)564
approaches adequately consider the position of the vehicle and the important565
dynamic contribution of torsional and local flange modes. However, the Point566
Load (PL) method ignores the vehicle dynamics and its interaction with the567
structure, which leads to peak accelerations in the sidewalks that are lower568
than those values obtained with the VBI model. The PL analysis method569
also prevents the study of the vehicle users comfort. In addition, the critical570
effect of the road roughness is only captured with the VBI approach because571
the irregularity profiles can be imposed at the contact points. VBI dynamic572
analyses are recommended in the design of slender bridges like UD-CSBs,573
specially if the road may deteriorate due to insufficient maintenance.574
The influence of the road quality is definitively observed in Table 5. Only575
the roads with very good quality (A) satisfy the BS 5400 comfort crite-576
rion [19], whilst Irwin’s (considering the base curve for frequent events) [17]577
is not fulfilled in any case when v = 120 km/h. If the road quality is not very578
good (B-D), the vibration that would be sensed by pedestrians is considered579
inadmissible regardless of the vehicle position. Highways are expected to580
fall in category A, but major roads may have B or even C pavement quality581
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Table 5: Safety factor FS associated with the SLS of vibrations for the acceleration-based
dynamic analysis methodologies with different comfort criteria, road qualities and Load
Cases (LC). If FS < 1 the SLS of vibrations is not satisfied. VBI stands for Vehicle Bridge
Interaction with MDOF truck model and PL for Point Load. The standard deviation
is represented between brackets when pavement roughness is included. Vehicle velocity
v = 120 km/h. BI-CONC-LEB model.
Pedestrians (sidewalk 1) Vehicle users
Road BS 5400-2 Irwin (frequent event)
Method quality LC I LCII LCI LCII LCI LCII
PL Perfect 2.6 1.5 0.9 0.8
VBI Perfect 1.9 0.6 0.7 0.3 6.5 5.6
A 1.2(0.2) 0.4(0.1) 0.5(0.05) 0.2(0.03) 5.1(0.6) 3.3(0.5)
B 0.7(0.1) 0.2(0.02) 0.3(0.05) 0.1(0.01) 3.5(0.4) 2.2(0.2)
C 0.3(0.1) 0.2(0.04) 0.1(0.02) 0.08(0.01) 1.7(0.2) 1.1(0.1)
D 0.2(0.03) 0.07(0.03) 0.08(0.01) 0.04(5E-3) 1.0(0.1) 0.7(0.1)
levels. The position of the vehicle with respect to the bridge axis is also very582
important in the SLS of vibrations. If the vehicle is eccentric (Load Case II)583
the maximum vertical acceleration recorded in the corresponding sidewalk584
exceeds the admissible BS 5400 limit even if the road quality is perfect (with585
the VBI analysis).586
The safety factors obtained according to BS 5400 criterion are 2-3 times587
higher than those provided by Irwin when considering his base curve for588
everyday events, and 2-3 times lower than those resulting from the storm589
conditions. The discussion on the adequacy of both comfort criteria is be-590
yond the scope of this work, but Irwin’s curve for storm conditions is not591
recommended by the authors since it would only cover infrequent events with592
more than one-year return period.593
In order to address the comfort of the driver and passengers in the vehicle,594
the vertical acceleration of the truck cabin (z¨u(t) in Figure 1(b)) is obtained595
from the time-history records of the vertical acceleration of the vehicle grav-596
ity centre (z¨c(t)) and its pitching acceleration (θ¨c(t)), considering rigid body597
motions. The vibration filtering from the seat is not considered herein. The598
dominant frequency of the vertical vibration sensed by vehicle users is ob-599
tained from the DFT analysis of the truck acceleration in the driver cabin600
(z¨u(t)). The DFT analyses conducted have enough resolution (0.1 Hz) to dis-601
criminate important peaks in the low-frequency range. In order to achieve602
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this resolution, the length of the exiting platform is extended so that the to-603
tal duration of the signal is 10 s regardless of the vehicle velocity (including604
the approach, forced vibration response, and free vibration phases). Figure605
10 shows the DFT of the cabin acceleration for different vehicle velocities. It606
is observed that the dominant frequency is only shifted from 1.0 to 0.8 Hz by607
doubling the vehicle velocity from 60 to 120 km/h. From Figure 10 it is also608
clear that different energy peaks in the range between 0.8 and 1.6 Hz signifi-609
cantly contribute to the total vehicle response. However, the human comfort610
is barely sensitive to variations of the vibration frequency in this range. This611
may be inferred from the weighting factor defined by ISO 2631:1997-1 [11]612
to affect the r.m.s. value of z¨u(t) and account for the higher admissible ac-613
celeration when seated: variations of the frequency between 0.8 and 1.6 Hz614
only increase the weighting factor from 0.477 to 0.494. A weighting factor of615
0.48 is considered in this study. Although perception thresholds for whole-616
body vibration vary widely among individuals, the admissible acceleration of617
1 m/s2 (r.m.s.) is adopted to distinguish uncomfortable vibrations [11]. The618
ratio between this admissible acceleration and the weighted value (r.m.s.)619
recorded in VBI analyses is included in Table 5. It is observed that pedes-620
trian’s comfort is more critical than that of the vehicle users, verifying the621
Irwin’s assumption [17]. The irregularity conditions of the road are also very622
important for the people inside the car. If the road quality is very good or623
good (A-B) the weighted vertical acceleration in the truck cabin is below 0.5624
m/s2 r.m.s., which lies between little and fairly uncomfortable in the scale of625
ISO 2631. However, if the road conditions are bad (D) the vibration could626
exceed the uncomfortable threshold (1 m/s2), especially if the vehicle is ec-627
centric (Load Case II and III), due to the global torsional response of the628
bridge.629
7. Conclusions630
In this work, the response of innovative Under-Deck Cable-Stayed Bridges631
(UD-CSBs) under traffic loading is studied by means of rigorous finite ele-632
ment models and nonlinear dynamic analysis including a novel definition of633
the vehicle dynamics and its interaction with the structure. The following634
conclusions can be drawn.635
An innovative Vehicle-Bridge Interaction model is proposed, taking into636
account the cross slope of the road and the finite dimensions of the truck637
wheels in the road profiles that are imposed at the contact points of the638
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Figure 10: Frequency content of the vertical cabin acceleration for different velocities.
Load Case I, perfect pavement. BI-CONC-LEB bridge.
vehicle. The proposed disk model is recommended in light of the response639
obtained with different wheel radii, especially if the road quality is not very640
good and/or the wheel dimensions are large.641
It was verified that design criteria based upon the assumption that the642
response is governed by the fundamental vertical flexural mode cannot hope643
to reflect the complex dynamic response of UD-CSBs. This is especially644
true if the passing vehicle is eccentric because in this case torsional modes645
and local flange modes with frequencies as high as 40 Hz have a significant646
contribution on the recorded acceleration along the sidewalks. These loca-647
tions are particularly important due to the low tolerance of pedestrians to648
experience vertical vibration. Three-dimensional finite element models are649
recommended in vibration serviceability analyses of these structures, pay-650
ing attention to adequately capture the global torsion and the local vertical651
flexure in the flanges.652
The definition of the weight, speed, and dynamic properties of the heavy653
vehicles to be considered for the assessment of the serviceability limit state of654
vibration is essential. However, these parameters are not considered in most655
of the design codes related to loading for road bridges. Further research in656
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this area is recommended in order to be able to perform accurate and realistic657
analysis for this limit state in slender road bridges.658
The number of struts deviating the cable-system in UD-CSBs moderately659
effects the peak acceleration recorded. If multiple (15) struts are employed,660
the vibration is reduced at quarters of the total span in comparison with661
models including only two diverting struts. The influence of the cable ar-662
rangement in the transverse direction is stronger, but it is only clear if the663
passing vehicle is eccentric with respect to the bridge central axis. The so-664
lution with concentrated cables in the mid-plane reduces the peak vertical665
acceleration on the sidewalk (by up to 45 %). The type of bearings deployed666
does not play a significant role in effecting the response, provided that they667
are well designed.668
The SLS of vibrations has been checked with different analysis proce-669
dures and comfort criteria. Considering the results obtained with the most670
precise method (Vehicle-Bridge Interaction) and according to BS 5400-2, the671
vibration would be only admissible by pedestrians if the road quality is very672
good (A). That is, the maintenance of the road is paramount for satisfying673
the SLS of vibrations. The comfort of vehicle users is less critical than that674
of pedestrians in all the cases. Nevertheless, it has been observed that peo-675
ple inside the car could perceive uncomfortable vibrations when crossing the676
bridge if the road quality is poor (D) and the vehicle is not in the central677
road lane.678
From the point of view of the analysis strategy, the deflection-based ap-679
proaches (static and pseudo-static) are discouraged since they rely on the680
false assumption that the structure is controlled by the fundamental mode.681
On the other hand, the simplified dynamic analysis with moving point loads682
could be used for preliminary analysis but may be unconservative because683
the road quality is ignored. The Vehicle Bridge Interaction method is rec-684
ommended for the detailed design of UD-CSBs.685
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